Define stewardship: responsible management of something entrusted to our care

need: learn the art of being a generous spirit
-> takes a lot of effort
-> enabling a spirit of generosity (of our whole lives) is our response to God's generosity

_what_ has been entrusted to our care?
- if we neglect broader teaching of stewardship, fundraising won't work
--> growing in Christ might be a better term than Stewardship

stewardship: everything you do after you say "i believe"

we are stewards of: 

1. creation - litter, fish stocks, global warming

2. the Gospel - 
- we don't _go_ to church - we _are_ the church
- don't "leave church" on Sunday - we are dismissed for mission
- liturgy is a stewardship issue
- have BIG baptismal certificates (for everyone in the congregation to sign)
(Bishops have a higher seat to symbolize ministry of oversight, not that they are more important)
- lay people have greater power to tell the Gospel story because other people are more likely to believe it - comes from personal conviction; priests are _paid_ to tell the story

3. our extended families (whoever that might be)

4. others beyond our family - "the least of these, my brothers & sisters"

--> you cannot be Christian without being a social / political activist - you cannot be uninvolved.

5. vocation / business -> whatever your _work_ is (retired, parent, street cleaner, lawyer, etc...), do it to the best of your ability.

6. property - an outward & visible sign of who we are (cannot be neglected).

7. SELF - it really starts here
- "change the world, God, beginning with me"
- stuff about "ME" gets people's attention
- it begins with baptism
--> welcome people to renew their vows as they pass the font - not just on baptism days, but every week.

- the change in emphasis on baptism is leading to renewal of lay ministry

Four Great Ages in {Christian} Theology
1. Jesus & Paul: theological foundations
2. 4th & 5th centuries - following the baptism of Constantine - becoming the state religion
3. Reformation - response of Christendom in West to the Rennaissance
4. Baptismal Renewal - acting out liturgically what is means to be called by Christ
- returning to full immersion to symbolize dying to sin & being resurrected - it's not about the splash and the blessing!

